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1. INTRODUCTION 
An ovoid 0 in a classical polar space is a set of singular points such that 
every maximal totally singular subspace contains just one point in Lo. 
Ovoids are intimately connected with other combinatorial objects, 
including translation planes, spreads, partial geometries, codes, generalized 
hexagons, and Kerdock sets (see [S, 9, 163 for example). Interestingly 
enough, many of the known ovoids are in fact 2-transitive-that is, they 
admit a 2-transitive automorphism group (the notion of the automorphism 
group is made precise in (2.3)). For example, the Suzuki groups Sz(q) and 
the Ree groups *G,(q) act 2-transitively on ovoids in 4-dimensional sym- 
plectic geometry and 7-dimensional orthogonal geometry, respectively. 
Furthermore, the unitary groups PSU,(q) (for suitable prime powers q) 
and the linear groups PSL,(q3) (with q even) act 2-transitively on ovoids 
in 7- or 8-dimensional orthogonal geometry. The occurrence of such a large 
number of 2-transitive ovoids suggests that a classification of them is 
worthwhile, much in the same spirit as Kantor’s classification of the finite 
linear spaces whose automorphism group acts 2-transitively on points 
[lo]. The classification of the 2-transitive ovoids appears as our Main 
Theorem in Section 2. We discover no new ovoids, however we obtain 
some new results concerning the number of isomorphism classes of 2-trans- 
itive ovoids (see Section 2). Our proof relies on the classification of the 
finite 2-transitive permutation groups, which in turn relies on the recent 
classification of finite simple groups. WC also draw upon several facts from 
the modular representation theory of finite groups. 
2. NOTATION AND THE STATEMENT OF RESIJLTS 
Throughout this paper, V denotes a finite classical polar space of dimen- 
sion n over the finite field [F. We write 
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F= ‘WqO 
1 
if V is a symplectic or othogonal space 
Gf’t’(g’) if V is a unitary space, 
(2.1) 
where q = pp and p is prime. The vector space V supports a symplectic, 
symmetric, or unitary form f( , ): V x V -+ IF, and when V is an orthogonal 
space, V also supports a quadratic form Q: V -+ IF. When V is symplectic or 
unitary we put 
G= {gEGL(V)If(g(u), g(w))=f(v, ~1 you, WE VI, 
f = {s~wV)If(g(4, g(w))=$g)f(fA WY(“) vu, WE v, 
(2.2) 
where r(g) E IF* and c(g) E Aut( IF) depend only on g}. 
When V is orthogonal we have similar definitions of G and I-, with Q( ) 
replacing f( , ). Thus G is the isometry group off or Q, and so it is either a 
symplectic group Sp,(q) (n even), an orthogonal group O,(q) (n odd), 
O,+(q) (n even and Q hyperbolic) or O;(q) (n even and Q elliptic), or a 
unitary group U,(q). The group I- is the full semilinear subgroup 
associated with f or Q, that is, the subgroup of I’I,( V) which preserves the 
symplectic or unitary polarity f or the quadric Q. Now let Tfo) and I-(@) be 
the set-wise and point-wise stabilizers of 0 in r, respectively. Then the 
automorphism group of 0 is defined as 
A = Aut(0) = T&fccr,. (2.3) 
Loosely speaking, r is the “largest” group associated with the polar space 
V and so (2.3) gives a rather wide definition of the automorphism group. 
Two ovoids are said to be isomorphic if there is an element of r taking 
one to the other. Clearly isomorphism is an equivalence relation and the 
equivalence classes will be called isomorphism classes. When the maximal 
totally singular subspaces of V have dimension 1, then the set of singular 
points in V is automatically an ovoid, and we call it a trivial ovoid. They 
arise in the rank 1 geometries O:(q), O,(q), O;(q), Sp,(q), U,(q), and 
U,(q). Furthermore, note that ovoids in certain geometries automatically 
give rise to ovoids in larger geometries. For instance, ovoids in O,,, ,(q) 
(or in O,(q)) yield ovoids in O,+,+,(q), and ovoids in UZ,,- 1(q) yield 
ovoids in U,,(q). When this occurs, we say that the ovoid in the larger 
geometry is inducedfrom the ovoid in the smaller geometry. 
Equipped with the preceding notation and terminology, we are now 
ready to state the main result of this paper. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let V be a finite classical polar space and G the 
corresponding group of isometrics, as above. Let 0 be an ovoid in V and 
assume that Aut(B) acts 2-transitively on the points in 0. Then G and Aut(O) 
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TABLE I 
The 2-Transitive Ovoids 
Aut(C ) Remarks 
o;(q) L2 
O,(Y)> .%,(Y). U,(Y) ANPSUd) 
04 (4) Aut(PSL(q’)) 
U,(4) Aut(PSudq)) 
Trivial 
Trivial 
Trivial 
Trivial 
o:(Y) AutlP%(q)) 
%,(q). O,(q)> O,‘(Y) ANf’%(q2)) 
UJY) Aut(PSu,(q)) 
Induced from O,(q) 
Induced from O,(q), 
if G = &v,(q) then q even 
Induced from U,(q) 
.%4(Y) 
O,(Y), O,t(Y) 
q an odd power of 2, q 3 8 
q an odd power of 2, q b 8, 
induced from &v,(q) 
13. PP. MR.1 
*o:(Y) AdP=,(q)) [ 1 log,(q). 2 lsomorphism classes 
O,(Y) 
o:(q) 
Gk(2) 
AutC2G,(q)) 
.,QNPSu,Cq)) 
s9 
SP6(2) 
ANPSU,(q)) 
Aut(PSf.,(q’)) 
AUH*Gk/)) 
q=3 
q an odd power of 3, q z 27 
q a power of 3, q 3 9 
q=2 
y = 3. induced from O,(3) 
5<q=O,2(mod3), 
induced from O,(q) if 3 I q 
q even,q>4 
q an odd power of 3, q B 27, 
induced from O,(q) 
[7, Sect. 31 
[ 16, Sect. 61, [7, Sect. 61 
17, Sect. 41 
[7, Sect. 31 
[7, Sect. 41 
17, Sect. 71 
appear in Table I. Each entry in the table corresponds to a unique 
isomorphism class, except in the row marked with the symbol *. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of the Main Theorem. 
3. PRELIMINARIES AND REDUCTIONS 
If 0 is an ovoid in V, then the size of 0 is given by 
lOI = 
no. of maximal singular subspaces in V 
no. of maximal singular subspaces containing a given point in 8 
and thus IcO( = q’ + 1, where t is given in Table II below. Table II also gives 
the order of the isometry group G. 
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TABLE II 
G Condition on n t IGI 
SPn(q) n even 
n 
z 
O,(q) n odd n-l 
2 
o:(q) n even 
q’l i (q2’- 1) 
,=I 
2qtz fi (q*’ - 1) 
,=I 
2q ‘(‘+“w+’ - 1) ri W-1) 
I= I 
I-I 
% ‘I’--l)(q’+ 1) n (q2’- 1) 
,=, 
r+, 
4 ‘(‘+lN n (q’-(-l)‘) 
r=, 
O,(Y) 
U,(q) 
n even 
n even 
n 
z 
n-l 
U,(q) n odd ” 
It is by no means the case that every classical polar space admits an 
ovoid. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that very few such spaces 
possess an ovoid. Most of this evidence is captured in the following 
Proposition, which is proved in [6, 161. 
PROPOSITION 1. The following geometries do not admit an ovoid. 
(i) Sp,(q) with q odd and n 3 4, or with n 2 6. 
(ii) O,,(q) with n odd, q even, and n > 7. 
(iii) 0; (q) with n 2 6. 
(iv) U,(q) with n odd and n 3 5. 
(v) O,+(2) with na 10. 
PROPOSITION 2. The following geometries admit a unique (up to 
isomorphism) ovoid: O:(2), O:(3), O,+(4), Sp,(2), O,(2), O,+(2), O,(3), 
0: (2), and 0; (3). Moreover all of these ovoids are 2-transitive and appear 
in Table I. 
Proof This may be verified with some easy calculations, apart from 
O,(3), O,+(2), and O,+(3). For these cases, see [7, Sect. 31. 1 
In view of Propositions 1 and 2, we can assume hereafter that 
G is not one of the geometries appearing in Propositions 1 or 2, 
nor is G a rank 1 geometry O:(q), 03(q), O;(q), %(q), u,(q), 
U,(q). (3.1) 
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Suppose for the moment that 0 is induced from a subgeometry G* (see 
Sect. 2) and write 0* for 0 regarded as an ovoid in G*. Then it is not dif- 
ficult to show that the automorphism group of B* (in the geometry G*) 
acts on 6* in the same way that the automorphism group of 0 (in the 
geometry G) acts on 0. Thus we may reduce to the case in which 
0 is non-induced, (3.2) 
by which we mean 0 is not induced from any subgeometry. 
Consider now the group Z(GL( V)) of scalars in GL( V). It is obvious 
that Z(GU V) d fee,, and using (3.2) it can in fact be shown that 
Z(GL( f’)) = Ttc ). Thus A d PC where PT denotes the projective group 
T/Z(GL( I’)), and hence 
A=Pl& (3.3) 
Evidently the derived group TZ,( V)’ lies in GL( I’) and so 
A’ < Pf’ < PGL( V) = GL( V)/Z( GL( I’)). (3.4) 
Due to the classification of finite simple groups, all finite 2-transitive 
permutation groups are known. Thus we can list the possibilities for A in 
Table III, below. Note that Table III contains only those groups whose 
degree can be of the form q’ + 1. 
Remark. In view of [4, Theorem 21, we do not need to invoke the 
classification of finite simple groups when q is even. 
The groups in the bottom part of Table III can be discarded rather 
easily. For example, if A is M,, or Mi2, then (q, t) = (11, l), which means 
G = 02 (11). But this is impossible, for M,, is not involved in 0: (11). 
Similarly, S $ M,,. Next suppose that A 2 Aut(PSL,(8)) and m = 28. In 
TABLE III 
A Comment 
PSL,(q’) s A < PI-L,(y’) 4’24 
PSU3(q”3) 9 A G Aut(PSU,(q’!‘)) 9 ‘j3 > 3 
Sz(q’j2) 9 A < Aut(.Sz(q@)) q’!* an odd power of 2, q’ 2 8 
*G2(q”‘) 9 A < Aut(%,(q’,“)) q’,’ an odd power of 3, q”’ > 21 
A,sA<S, m=q’+1>5 
A = Qd2) d>3, q’+ 1=2d-‘(2”* 1) 
A < AC&(r) rd = q’ + 1, r prime 
A = ‘C,(3) gAut(PSL,(8)) q’+ 1 =28 
A=M,, q’+ 1 =24 
A=M,, q’+ l= 12 
A=M,, q’+1=12 
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view of (3.1), G is either 0,+(27) or U,(3). However P%,(8) is involved in 
neither of these. 
Hereafter we can assume that A is in one of the seven infinite families of 
2-transitive groups given at the top of Table III. We consider these 
possibilities in turn. 
Case A d AGL,(r). Here A contains a normal, elementary abelian sub- 
group E of order r“ (with r prime) and A/E acts faithfully and transitively 
on the rd- 1 non-trivial elements of E. 
In this paragraph assume that q is odd. Thus r = 2 and e = t = 1 (recall 
e = log,(q)), which means G = O,+(p). Evidently A contains a subgroup P 
of order p which cyclically permutes the p non-trivial elements of E and so 
EP is a Frobenius group of order 2J(2d- 1) = (p + 1) p. Furthermore 
O’(EP) = EP (recall O*(Y) is the subgroup of Y generated by all its 
elements of odd order). Consequently EP = 02(EP) < O*( PT) z PSZ: (p) g 
PSL,(p) x PSL,(p). Since an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of PSL,(p) 
has order 4, and since ) El = 2d, we have d,< 4. Moreover d # 2 in view of 
(3.1) and so we are left with the case d = 3. But this forces the Frobenius 
group 23 : 7 to be a subgroup of PSL,(7) x PSL,(7), which is not so. 
Next take q even. Evidently d< 2, and if d= 2, then (r, d, q, t) = 
(3, 2, 2, 3), and so by (3.1) we have G = U,(2). This situation leads to an 
ovoid induced from U,(2), which violates (3.3). This leaves the case in 
which d = 1 and r = q’ + 1. Let a be an element of A of order r. Since 
) PTL( V) : PGL( V)I < 2e = 2 log,(q) < r, we have a E PGL( V). And because 
CI is PT-conjugate to a’ for all i= 1, . . . . r - 1, a preimage of a in GL( V) 
has at least r - 1 eigenvalues. But then 2t + 2 3 n 2 r - 1 = qf, forcing 
(4, t) E { (2, 11, (2, 2), (4, 1 I}, against (3.1). 
Case A z Sp,,(2) (d3 3). Here q’+ 1 = 2d-’ (26+ l), and since Sp,(2) 
is not involved in O,+(q), we have t > 2. But now an easy argument shows 
that q = t = 3, and so as above, (3.1) forces G = U,(3). However Sp,(2) is 
not involved in U,(3) and so this case cannot arise. 
Case A, a A < S,. (q’ + 1 = m > 5). Using Lagrange’s Theorem, 
Table II, and (3.1), we find that the only case where IAJ divides JG( is when 
(q, t) = (5, 1). But A, is not involved in 0: (5). 
We have now reduced to the case in which A appears in one of the top 
four rows of Table III. Thus A has a non-abelian simple normal subgroup 
S isomorphic to PSL,(q’), Sz(q”‘), PSU,(qri3) or *G2(q113), and 
SsA<Aut(S). (3.5) 
Thus S< PGL( V) in view of (3.4) and we will exploit this fact in the 
remaining sections. 
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We conclude this section by making one further reduction, namely 
G is not O,(q) or O,+(q). (3.6) 
For assume that G is O,(q) or O:(q). Then t = 2 and because neither 
2G2(q2’3) nor PSU3(q2j3) is involved in G, we know that S is L,(q’) or 
Sz(q). Now ovoids in O,(q) induce ovoids in O,+(q) and ovoids in O,+(q) 
give rise to translation planes of order q2 via the Klein correspondence. 
Thus S acts faithfully on a translation plane Y. If SZ Sz(q), then it follows 
from [14] that Y is a Liineburg plane, which means 0 is induced from 
Sp,(q). Similarly, if Sr PSL,(q’), then by [ 151 Y is Desarguesian, which 
means fl is induced from O;(q). In both cases we violate (3.2) and thus we 
have established (3.6). 
4. SOME MODULAR REPRESENTATION THEORY OF S 
Let W be a vector space of dimension m over [F = GF(q). Write GL,(q), 
GL( W), or GL,( W, q) for the general linear group of W over IF, and 
PGL,(q), PGL( W), or PGL,( W, q) for the corresponding projective 
group. In this section we are concerned with p-modular projective represen- 
tations of S; that is, homomorphisms p from S to PGL,( W, q) for some 
m, q, and W. (We emphasize the fact that the underlying vector space 
associated with PGL,( W, q) has vector space dimension m and not m + 1.) 
Of course, S does not act on the vectors of W, but S does act on the sub- 
spaces of W. Thus p is said to be irreducible if there is no proper, non-zero 
S-invariant subspace of W. Observe that PGL,( W, q) is contained 
naturally in PGL,( W@ IF, E), where E is an algebraic closure of GF(q). - - 
Thus p gives rise to a projective representation p of S to PGL,( WQ [F, [F), 
and p is said to be absolutely irreducible if 0 is also irreducible. 
These first two results are rather easy. 
LEMMA 3. If S has an irreducible representation in PGL,(qb), then there 
is a divisor d qf m such that S has an absolutely irreducible representation in 
f’GL,,(qbd). 
Proof: See [S, Theorem 9.211. 1 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that Sd PGL( W) and that S preserves a non- 
degenerate bilinear or unitary form on W. Further assume that S fixes a 
subspace U of W and that S is irreducible on U. Then 
(i) U is either totally singular or non-singular, 
(ii) S also fixes a subspace of dimension dim(W) - dim(U). 
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Proof: Clear. 1 
Now define the integers k and I according to 
if SE PSL,(q’) 
if S Z Sz(q”‘) 
if SE PSU,(q”3) 
if SE 2G2(q”3) 
and set 
zo= (tll). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Then we have 
LEMMA 5. (i) If S has a non-trivial representation in PGL,(qb), then 
m >k. 
(ii) If the representation in (i) is absolutely irreducible, then 
(a) m > k”, where x = to/(to, b), 
(b) m is an xth power. 
Proof: Assertion (i) is presented in [ 12, pp. 4364371 and (ii.a) is 
proved in [ 12, Theorems 2.1, 2.2.i]. Part (ii.b) follows from the proof of 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.i in [ 121. l 
Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of S, so that B is a Sylow p-normalizer in S 
and B is the stabilizer of a point (v) E 0. We write 
and 
B= S,,, (4.3) 
o= {.d(Vm~s), (4.4) 
where s( (v)) is the image of (u) under s. Note that (3.3) and (4.4) imply 
u lies in no S-invriant proper subspace of V. (4.5) 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that S has an absolutely irreducible representation in 
PGL,( W, qb). Then the following hold. 
(i) B fixes at most one point in W. 
(ii) If b = 1 and SZ PSL,(q), then B does indeedfix a point. 
Proof Assertion (i) is a consequence of [ 1, Theorem 4.3(c)], and (ii) 
may be proved along the lines of [ 1, Lemma 3.11. 1 
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If S< PGL( IV), define 3 to be the last term of the derived series of the 
preimage of S in GL( IV). Thus 36 GL( W) and 3 is quasisimple. If 
Sr PSL,(q), then 3 is isomorphic to SL,(q) or PSL,(q), and if 
SzPSU,(q), then 3 is isomorphic to SU,(q) or PSU3(q). When S is 
isomorphic to Sz(q) or 2G_,(q), then Sr S. For any subgroup T of S, let T 
be the preimage of T is S. Evidently T acts on the vectors in W, and we 
write T, for the subgroup of T fixing the vector w E W. 
Note that if W is an m-dimensional vector space over GF(q’), then W is 
also a vector space over GF(q) of dimension mb. Hence there is a natural 
inclusion GL,( W, q’) d GL,,( W, q). We will write ( W, q) and ( W, q6) for 
W regarded as a GF(q)-space and GF(qb)-space, respectively; and if w E W, 
then wGF(q) and wGF(q’) denote the GF(q)-span and GF(qb)-span of w, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 7. Assume that S6 PGL,,( W, q) wit/z b b 2 and that 
s< GL,( W, 4’). Further suppose that B fixes a unique GF(qb)-point 
wGF(q’) in (W, qb) and that IB : B,.I = qb - 1. Then B does not fix a GF(q)- 
point in ( W, q). 
Proof: Suppose for a contradiction that B fixes the GF(q)-point uGF(q) 
for some ME W. Then obviously 5 fixes the GF(q’)-point uGF(q’) and so 
uGF(qb) = wGF(qb) by our uniqueness assumption. Now on the one hand 
B acts on the q - 1 non-zero vectors in uGF(q), yet on the other, B is trans- 
itive on the qb - 1 non-zero vectors in uGF(q’). Hence we have reached the 
desired contradiction. 1 
Now we collect some information about the p-modular absolutely 
irreducible projective representations of PSU,(q) and 2G2(q). 
LEMMA 8. Assume that Sr PSU,(q). 
(i) The group S has an absolutely irreducible representation in O,(q) 
(respectively, O:(q)), zf and only if q=O (mod 3) (respectively q- 2 
(mod 3)). 
(ii) B fixes a point (w ) in the corresponding module, and 
IB: &,.I =q- 1. 
Proof Assertion (i) follows from [ 11, Theorems 0.7 and 0.8+ 1, for 
example. Assertion (ii) may be established by working with the represen- 
tation described explicitly in [7, pp. 598-5993. 1 
LEMMA 9. Assume that S is isomorphic to PSU,(q) or ‘G,(q) and that S 
is absolutely irreducible in O,(q) (with q a power of 3). Then Bfixes a unique 
point in the corresponding module and this point is singular. 
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Proof: First of all, [ 11, Theorem 0.71 implies that O,(q) has a unique 
conjugacy class of absolutely irreducible subgroups isomorphic to S. 
Second, it is well known (see [7, Sections 4, 71) that O,(q) has an ovoid 
acted on 2-transitively by an absolutely irreducible copy of S. These two 
statements imply that every absolutely irreducible copy of S in O,(q) acts 
2-transitively on an ovoid. In particular, S does so and hence B fixes a 
singular point in the corresponding module. Uniqueness follows from 
Lemma 6.i. 1 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 10. Assume that t 3 2, that G is unitary or orthogonal, and 
that S is reducible on V. Then the following hold. 
(i) S acts irreducibly on a non-degenerate (n - l)-space W of V. 
(ii) If G is orthogonal, then n is odd. 
(iii) B fixes a non-singular point in W. 
(iv) Zf G is unitary, then Sr PSU,(q’13). 
Proof: First suppose that (q, t) = (2, 3). Then by (3.1), G = U,(2) and 
Sz P&C,(8). However (PSL,(8)1 does not divide lU,(2)1, a contradiction. 
Therefore (q, t) # (2, 3), and so by a theorem of Zsigmondy [ 171, there is a 
prime divisor r of q*‘- 1 such that r does not divide qm - 1 for 1 <m < 2t. 
In particular, r 1 q’ + 1 and so r 1 1 SI. 
In this paragraph assume that G is unitary, so that G = U,(q) = U, + 1(q). 
(Recall n is even and n = t + 1 by Table II and Proposition l.iv.) Since r 
does not divide IGL,- 1(q2)l, it follows that S has an irreducible constituent 
of dimension at least t. And since S is reducible (by assumption), the 
irreducible constituents have dimensions 1 and t. Therefore by Lemma 4 
there is an irreducible S-invariant subspace W of V of dimension t, and W 
is non-degenerate, proving (i). Furthermore S embeds in PSUl,(q), and as t 
is odd, neither IPSL,(q’)l nor ISz(q”*)1 divides IPSU,(q)l. Assume for the 
moment that SE 2G2(qf’3). Since S is irreducible on the t-space W, 
Lemma 3 ensures that there is a divisor d of t such that S has an absolutely 
irreducible representation in PGL,,,(q2d). Therefore by Lemma S.ii.a, 
coupled with the fact that t, = t/(t, 3) is odd, we obtain t/d> 7’0/(‘03d) B 
7*Old >7r’3d, which is impossible. This leaves the case S ?! PSU3(q’13), proving 
(iv). To prove (iii), write u= w+ w’, where v is as in (4.3) and w E W and 
w’ E WI. Since B fixes both W and W’, it is obvious that B also fixes (w) 
and (w’). Now w’ # 0 by (4.5). Therefore as WI is non-singular, 
(w’, w’) # 0, and hence 0 = (v, v) = (w, w) + (w’, w’) # (w, w). Thus B fixes 
the non-singular point (w), as desired. 
For the rest of this proof assume that G is orthogonal, so that G is 
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%+ &) or 0 z+*(q). Since I does not divide IGL,,- ,(q)l, the group S has 
an irreducible constituent of degree at least 2t. We now prove 
S has an irreducible constituent of degree 22. (4.6) 
Assume for a contradiction that (4.6) fails. Then G = 0: +2(q) and S has an 
irreducible constituent of degree 2t + 1. Thus by Lemma 4, S acts 
irreducibly on a non-degenerate (2r + 1 )-space U. Thus q is odd (for there 
are no non-degenerate odd-dimensional subspaces in even characteristic), 
and so S is not a Suzuki group. By Lemma 3, there is a divisor d of 2t + 1 
such that S has an absolutely irreducible representation in PGL,,, &qd). 
Using the fact that (t, d) = 1 we deduce from Lemma 5.ii.a that 
2t+l> 2f + l > k’” -, . 
d 
And since t > 2 and 2t + l/d is a t,th power (Lemma S.ii.b), we conclude 
Sg PSU,(q) or ‘G2(q). Thus t = 3, G = O:(q), and U is a non-degenerate 
7-space upon which S is absolutely irreducible. Thus the proof of (iii) in 
the previous paragraph shows that B fixes a non-singular point in U. 
However this violates Lemma 9 and so the proof of (4.6) is complete. Thus 
the irreducible constituents of S on V have dimensions (1,2t), 
(1, 1, 2t), or (2, 2t). (4.7) 
We now argue that 
S fixes a 2t-space. (4.8) 
If the dimensions are (1,2r) or (2,2t), then it is clear from Lemma 4 that 
(4.8) holds. Hence we may assume that n = 2t + 2 and that S fixes a sub- 
space U of dimension 1. Suppose for the moment that U is not contained in 
U I. Then V= U @ U ‘, which means U’ is a non-degenerate (2r + l)- 
space. Also the irreducible constituents of S on U’ have dimensions 1 and 
2t, and so (4.8) holds in view of Lemma 4. Thus we can assume that 
Ud U’. According to (4.5), v$U’ and so V= U’@ (0). Define the 
linear transformation 0: V + V by Q(u + Au) = u for u E U 1 and ;i E IF, and 
let T be a transversal for B in 3. Now set 0 = (l/q’ + 1) C,, T t&l. Then as 
in the proof of Maschke’s Theorem, ker(8) is an S-invariant l-space not 
contained in U. Thus S fixes the 2-space U@ ker(8), and hence S fixes a 
2t-space, as desired. 
Now let W be an S-invariant 2t-space provided by (4.8). Since t B 2, it is 
easy to see that S must be irreducible on W and that W is non-degenerate. 
As in the second paragraph of this proof, write v = w + w’, where w E W 
and w’ E W’. Since W’ is either a point or a non-degenerate 2-space, and 
481’117’1.9 
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since O:(q) is solvable, 3 acts trivially on WI (recall 3 is defined before 
Lemma 7). Therefore {S(v) SE 3) is contained in W@ (w’). But obviously 
{(S(v))ls”~~}=O (see (4.4)) d an so by (4.5) we conclude V= W@ (w’). 
Therefore G = O,(q) = 0 *I+ I(q), and so (i) and (ii) have been proved. Also 
the same argument as before shows that ( w) is a non-singular B-invariant 
point, and the proof is now complete. 1 
COROLLARY 11. (i) If G = 0; (q) (with n even), then S is irreducible 
on v. 
(ii) rf G= U,,(q) (with n even), then Sg PSU,(q’j3) and S is 
irreducible on a non-degenerate (n - 1 )-space in V. 
Proof: Assertion (i) is immediate from Proposition lO.ii. As for (ii), it 
suffices (by Proposition lO.i, iv) to show that S is reducible on V. So for a 
contradiction assume that S is irreducible on V. Then by Lemma 3 there is 
a divisor d of n = t + 1 such that S has an absolutely irreducible represen- 
tation in PGL,, ,,d(q2d). Now by Lemma S.ii.a, along with the facts that 
(t, d) = 1 and t is odd, we obtain t + 1 > (t + 1 )/da k’“. Also t 2 3, and so 
we are left only with the case t = 3, S = PSU,(q), and G = U,(q). However 
PSU,(q) has no 4-dimensional p-modular irreducible projective represen- 
tation (see [ 12, Theorem 1 .l ] for instance). 1 
5. S-INVARIANT OVOIDS WITH t SMALL 
In this section we classify the S-invariant ovoids under the assumption 
t < 3. (5-l) 
Recall e = log,(q). Also recall the definition of non-induced, given after (3.2). 
PROPOSITION 12. There are just [e/2] isomorphism classes of non- 
induced ovoids in O:(q) which are invariant under PSL,(q). Each such ovoid 
has automorphism group Aut(PSL,(q)). 
Proof: In this proof assume that G = O,+(q) and note that (3.1) ensures 
q 2 4. Let us begin by describing the precise structure of PT. First of all, we 
have PQ: (q) = L x L, where L z PSL,(q), and the group PI’ is a certain 
subgroup of Aut(L x L) z Aut(L) 2 2 z (Aut(L) x Aut(L)).2 (wreath 
product). Elements in the subgroup Aut(L) x Aut(L) will be written (a, b) 
with a, b E Aut(L). Let XE Aut(L) satisfy (L, x) z PGL,(q). Note that 
IPGL,(q) : PSL,(q)l = (2, q - 1) and so when q is even we take x = 1. Next, 
let 4 be a generator for a group of field automorphisms of L, so that 
141 = e = log,(q). Finally, let y E Aut(L x L) be an involution which 
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interchanges the two coordinates in Aut(L) x Aut(L)-that is, 
(a, !I)-“ = (h, a) for all (a, b) E Aut(L) x Aut(L). With this notation, we have 
pf-= (LXL (4 l), (&4), y). (5.2) 
The group L x L has precisely 2 + IAut(L) : LI = 2 + (2, q - 1) e conjugacy 
classes of subgroups isomorphic to L, with representatives 
Lx 1, 1 XL, and L,= {k 4g))l m% (5.3) 
where a runs through (di, x& 10 d i < e}, which is a set of coset represen- 
tatives of L in Aut(L). Thus to determine the number of classes of PSL,(q) 
in Pf, it suffices to determine how PI- acts on these 2 + [Aut(L) : LI 
classes. It is easily seen that 
L”. Y, is L x L-conjugate to L 1 x1 
L; is L x L-conjugate to L, I 
LLd* )) is L x L-conjugate to L, 
(5.4) 
and therefore Lx 1 and L,,, 0 d i< [e/2], are representatives of the Pf- 
conjugacy classes of subgroups PSL,(q). Now Lx 1 acts on the (q + 1)2 
singular points in V with q + 1 orbits, each of size q + 1, and the points in 
each orbit span a totally singular 2-space. Thus the Pf-conjugates of L x 1 
do not fix an ovoid. Putting CI = 1 in (5.3), we find that L, is actually the 
stabilizer of a non-singular point (w), and so any L,-invariant ovoid 
must lie in u!~, and so must be induced from O,(q). Finally, assume 
that e 3 2 and consider Li = L,,, with 1 6 i < [e/2]. Then L, is absolutely 
irreducible and it follows from Lemma 6.ii that its Bore1 subgroup fixes a 
point p, in V. Thus Li acts 2-transitively on 0, = { g(pi)) I g E Li}. The point 
p, is in fact singular in V and so 2-transitivity and irreducibility implies 
that the points g(pi) are mutually non-orthogonal. Hence CIi is an 
ovoid. Further, Lemma 6.i implies that Q is the unique L,-invariant ovoid 
and so N,,(L,) 6 PT(,,). It can be shown using (5.4) that 
N,,(L,)rAut(PSL,(q)), and so by (3.3) and (3.5) we conclude that 
Aut(oi) 2 Aut(PSL,(q)), as desired. All that remains is to prove that the 
ovoids Q are mutually non-isomorphic. Now if gE PT takes CIi to Co,,, then 
CL?> L,) d pq,,,. However L, is maximal in L x L, and so Lf = L,, which 
means i = j, as required. 1 
Next we handle the case Sz PSL,(q’), and for this it is convenient to 
have the following Lemma at hand. The information given in the Lemma is 
essentially well known and so we offer no proof. 
LEMMA 13. The group PGL,( W, q) has just two conjugacy classes of 
subgroups PSL,(q’), which we call type 1 and type 2. Let Si be a group of 
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type i for i = 1,2, and let Bi be a Bore1 subgroup of S;. Then the following 
hold. 
(i) S, is absolutely irreducible in PGL,( W, q). 
(ii) B,$xes a unique point (w) in Wand IB, : (B,),,) =q- 1. 
(iii) S, is irreducible but not absolutely irreducible in PGL,( W, q). 
(iv) B, does not fix a point in W. 
PROPOSITION 14. The group S cannot be isomorphic to PSL,(q’). 
ProoJ Assume for a contradiction that Sg PSL,(q*). Since t = 2, it 
follows from Table II, (3.1) and (3.6) that G = Sp,(q), with q even. Since B 
fixes a point in V, it is clear that S must be of type 1 by Lemma 13.iv. Now 
it is well known (see [2] or [ 11, Theorem S.41) that G has a unique con- 
jugacy class of subgroups PSL,(q*) of type 1. However, these subgroups 
are the stabilizers of elliptic quadrics in V, and so the S-invariant ovoid 
must be induced from O;(q), violating (3.2). 1 
PROPOSITION 15. If Sz PSL2(q3), then the following hold. 
(i) G= O,+(q) with q even and 424. 
(ii) Aut(0) r Aut(PSL,(q3)). 
(iii) There is just one isomorphism class of non-induced ovoids in V 
invariant under PSL2(q3). 
Proof (i) Here t = 3 and so by Table II and Proposition 1, G is 
U,(q), O,(q), or O,+(q). However IPSL2(q3)/ does not divide 117,(q)/ and 
hence G is orthogonal. Suppose for the moment that G = O,(q). Then by 
Lemma 3, S is absolutely irreducible, against Lemma 5.ii.a. Therefore 
G = O,+(q) and so Corollary 11 .i ensures that S is irreducible on V. Since S 
has no absolutely irreducible representation in PGL,(q4) or PGL4(q2), 
Lemma 3 shows that S is absolutely irreducible on V. Thus according to 
[ 11, Theorem 0.8 + 1, q is even, and so q 2 4 by (3.1). Thus (i) holds. 
(ii) Since B fixes a unique point in (Lemma 6.i), it follows that S fixes a 
unique ovoid, and so Npr(S) d PT(,). However [ 11, Theorem 0.8 + ] 
shows that N,,(S)gAut(S), and so (ii) follows from (3.3) and (3.5). 
(iii) According to [ll, Theorem 0.8+], PT has just one class of 
absolutely irreducible subgroups PSL,(q3). And since S fixes a unique 
ovoid, there is at most one isomorphism class of non-induced ovoids in V 
invariant under PSL2(q3). The existence of such an ovoid is exhibited in 
[7, Sect. 71. fl 
LEMMA 16. Assume that S r PSU,(q). 
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(i) If S < PGL,( W, q2) for some 3-dimensional vector space W over 
GF(q’), then B fixes a unique GF(q’)-point in W. 
(ii) If w spans the point provided by (i), then IB : B,I = q2 - 1. 
(iii) S has no absolutely irreducible representation in PGL,(q). 
Proof Assertion (iii) follows from [ll, Theorems L.6, S.6, 0.6’1. As 
for (i) and (ii), it is clear that W is the natural 3-dimensional module for 
SU,(q), and so (i) and (ii) can be checked with some easy calculations 
using 3 x 3 unitary matrices. 1 
PROPOSITION 17. If Sz PSU3(qri3) (qf’3 > 3 and t 6 3), then the follow- 
ing hold. 
(i) Eitherp=3andG=O,(q),orq=2(mod3)andG=O,+(q). 
(ii) Aut(Co) z Aut(PSU,(q)). 
(iii) There is a unique isomorphism class of non-induced ovoids in V 
invariant under PSU,(q). 
Proof Since PSU3(q”3) is not involved in O,+(q) and PSU3(q2’3) is not 
involved in Sp,(q), it follows that t = 3. Consequently G is U,(q) O,(q), or 
O,+(q), and we consider these in turn. 
Case G = U,(q). By Corollary 1 l.ii, S fixes a non-degenerate 3-space W 
in V. Obviously W is the natural 3-dimensional projective module for S 
and so B does not fix a non-singular point in W. But this contradicts 
Proposition lO.iii. 
Case G = O,(q). First suppose that S is reducible on V. Then by 
Proposition lO.i, S fixes a 6-space W. By Lemma 16.iii, S is irreducible but 
not absolutely irreducible on W, and regarding S as a subgroup of 
PGL,( W, q), we may write Sd PGL,( W, q2) (see the discussion before 
Lemma 7). But now Lemma 16.ii and Lemma 7 imply that B does not fix a 
point in W, against Proposition lO.iii. Thus S is irreducible on V. By 
Lemma 3, S is absolutely irreducible, and so the first part of (i) now is 
immediate from Lemma 8.i. The existence of a PSU,(q)-invariant ovoid in 
O,(q) is well known (see [7, Sect. 43). The uniqueness follows from the fact 
that PF has a unique conjugacy class of absolutely irreducible subgroups 
PSU,(q) (see [ll, Theorem 0.71) and that B fixes at most one point in W 
(Lemma 6.ii). Thus (iii) holds and it remains to prove (ii). As in 
Proposition 15, we have Npr(S) < PF,,) , and by [ 11, Theorem 0.73, we 
see that Np,-(S) z Aut(S). Thus (ii) holds in view of (3.3) and (3.5). 
Case G = O:(q). Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 15.i, we find 
that S must be absolutely irreducible on V. The rest now follows as in the 
previous case. 1 
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PROPOSITION 18. If S z Sz(q’/‘) (q even, q’/’ > 8, and t < 3), then 
6) G = Szdq), 
(ii) Aut(0) z Aut(Sz(q)), 
(iii) V has a unique isomorphism class of ovoids invariant under Sz(q). 
Proof: Since Sz(q’j2) is not involved in O,+(q), it follows that t # 1. And 
we can eliminate the case t = 3 with the usual arguments using Corollary 11 
and Lemmas 3 and 4. Therefore t = 2, and hence according to (3.6) 
G= Sp,(q), proving (i). It is well known (see [Z] or [ll, Theorem S.43) 
that Sp4(q) contains a unique conjugacy class of subgroups Sz(q), and so 
as before, the uniqueness of a Sz(q)-invariant ovoid in G follows from 
Lemma 6.i. The existence is well known, and therefore (iii) holds. The proof 
of (ii) is analogous to that of Propositions 15.ii and 18.ii. 1 
PROPOSITION 19. Zf Sr ‘G2(q’13) (p = 3, q’j3 3 27, and t d 3), then 
(i) G = O,(q), 
(ii) Aut(0) 2 Aut(S), 
(iii) V has a unique isomorphism class of ovoids invariant under 
2G,(q). 
Proof: Since 2G2(q”3) is not involved in O,+(q), since t # 2 in view of 
(3.1) and (3.6), and since ‘G,(q) is not involved in U,(q), we know that 
t = 3 and G is O,+(q) or O,(q). However according to [ 13, Theorem 2.101, 
G,(q) has no irreducible representation of degree 8, and hence the same 
holds of ‘G,(q). Therefore by Corollary 1l.i we deduce G = O,(q), proving 
(i). Assertion (ii) and the uniqueness in (iii) follow from the usual 
arguments, invoking [ 11, Theorem 0.73. The existence in (iii) is well 
known. m 
6. S-INVARIANT OVOIDS WITH t LARGE 
We complete the proof of the Main Theorem by treating the case 
t > 4. (6.1) 
Clearly (6.1), Proposition Ii, and Table II ensure that G is not symplectic, 
and so 
G is orthogonal or unitary. (6.2) 
The goal now is to show that no ovoids arise. 
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Case Sz PSL,(q’). It follows from Corollary 1 l.ii that G is not unitary 
and hence G is O,,+,(q) or O,:+2(q) by (6.2). 
First consider the case in which S is irreducible on V. Then by Lemma 3 
there is a divisor d of n such that S has an absolutely irreducible represen- 
tation in PGL,,Jqd). Thus Lemma 5.ii.a yields 
(6.3) 
However (d, t) < 2 and n/d is a t/(t, d)th power by Lemma S.ii.b, and 
therefore (6.3) implies that t d 3, violating (6.1). 
We are left with the case in which S is reducible on I’. Thus by 
Proposition lO.i, S acts irreducibly on a 2t-space W. As before, S has an 
absolutely irreducible representation in PGL&qd) for some divisor d of 
2t, and hence 2t/d >/ 2 u(‘,~) > 2*ld. Consequently d = t or d = t/2. First con- 
sider the case d = t/2. Thus we may write S d PGL,( W, q”‘), and so we are 
in the situation of Lemma 13, with q’j2 replacing q. Since S is absolutely 
irreducible in PGL4( W, q”‘), Lemma 13.iii ensures that S is of type 1. But 
then Lemma 13.ii and Lemma 7 show that B does not fix a GF(q)-point 
in W, contrary to Proposition lO.iii. If d= t, then we may write 
Sd PGL,( W, q’) and a similar argument applies. 
Case S z Sz(q”‘). As in the case before, G is orthogonal. And since q is 
even, Proposition l.ii implies that G = 0: (q) = 02 + 2(q). Therefore 
Corollary 1l.i ensures that S is irreducible on V and so for some divisor d 
of 2t + 2 there is an absolutely irreducible representation of S in 
PGL,,,(qd). Since t, is odd and dJ 2t + 2, we have (to, d) = 1 and so 
we deduce from Lemma 5.ii.a that 2t + 2 = n > n/d 3 4’” >, 4’j2, which 
contradicts (6.1). 
Case Sr PSU,(q’j3). First take S irreducible on I’. Then by 
Corollary 1 l.ii and (6.2), G is orthogonal, and as usual, there is a divisor d 
of n such that S has an absolutely irreducible representation in PGL,,,(qd). 
Consequently 
2t+2 n - 2 da 3’0/(‘0. 4. 
d 
Now 2t + 1 <n < 2t + 2, and so (to, d) d 2. So using Table II and the fact 
that ISI divides IGJ, it is not hard to show that (6.1) and (6.4) imply 
(t, d) = (6, 2). Therefore G = O&(q) and S has an absolutely irreducible 
representation in PGL,( W, q2). However, according to Lemma &ii (with q* 
replacing q) and Lemma 7, the group B does not fix a point in V, a 
contradiction. 
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Now take S reducible on V, so that Proposition 10 applies. In particular, 
S has an irreducible representation in PGL,,,(&, where 
f={i 
if G is orthogonal 
if G is unitary. 
As usual, there is a divisor d of 2t/f such that S has an absolutely 
irreducible representation in PGL,,,,Jq@), and thus 2r/df > 3”, where 
x = t&to, df), and 2t/df is an xth power. Consequently 2t/df E { 3, 6). If 
2t/df = 6, then 5’ is absolutely irreducible in PGL,(q’13), violating Lem- 
ma 16.iii (with qr’3 replacing q). Therefore 2t/df = 3. But now Lemma 16.ii 
together with Lemma 7 imply that B does not fix a point in W, against 
Proposition lO.iii. 
Case Sr 2G2(q”3). The argument here is similar yet easier than those 
in the previous three cases, so we leave it to the reader. 
The proof of the Main Theorem is now complete. 
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